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by Ralph Lewis, BSA

The only thing new in this world
is the history you don’t know.
– Harry S. Truman –

It was “business as usual” to recently learn, from a
reliable professional, that there is apparently a
NEAR-SURFACE mineral vein, running about 3,000
feet long, SW from Kokoweef Peak (depth unknown).
Originally, seeking that sort of possibility was THE
motive that inspired me to take the initiative to
survey & flag out the two miles of end-lines for 20 new
claims, which I’d located and filed for ya’ll on the
south & southwest flanks of Kokoweef Peak. After the
electronic surveys were completed, somehow, that
information “never made it to the surface.”
Apparently, an unexpected, breathing crack took us
down the rabbit hole to Kokoweef’s “incompleted

fantasies” instead. Same ‘ol story? Now, several
YEARS later, the shallow mineral possibility has not
been communicated widely, pursued nor core-drilled
for ACCURATE sampling. Why?, I wonder. It’s
potential certainly wasn’t mentioned much over the
last several years nor mentioned at the 2010
Kokoweef, Inc. Annual Meeting. Am I wrong or just
deemed “not worthy of knowing” by some innercircular reasoners?” This year, it was announced
that coring for the DEEP mineral sulfides would cost
“$250,000 per drill hole” and that “$5 million dollars”
could not be raised to get it done. ( Excuses?! Hey,
what about that shallow vein ‘o minerals!? ) So, I’m
wondering if ignoring shallow mineral potential$, in
favor of what’s “exciting” & ‘obvious’ (air flow/cave
off the private property), suggests real minerals may
never be pursued by Mr. Management. If so, it’s
probably due to the “brainlock” of pursuing a legend
that’s quite doubtful with respect to historical
content, true contexts of information, nor the
likelihood of any “only known entrance” ever being
AT Kokoweef Peak.
Chasing that “missed-her
fairytale” (for 76 years) has been like trying to fit
Cinderella’s lovely Crystal Slipper only on her ugly
sisters’ feet!
Thank you NOT Earl Dorr ! Mr. Dorr lied about going
through Kokoweef Peak’s Crystal Cave to our “stream
of dreams.” He spun his own supposed advantages,
during the Great Depression, and for his own
purposes. - - no one else’s! And he wasn’t above lying
or (reportedly) blasting two men in alive to set things
up the “best way” (?) for himself!

Hilariously, history has gone full-circle again. We’re
in the midst of another world-wide financial crisis and
desperate diggers are back digging where digging
began in 1935 --- in “Who-knows? Cave” (Quién Sabe
Cave) When that digging stopped in 1936 it was only
a REAL MINERAL quest that brought things roaring
back to life. Then it was Carbonate ZINC: TANGIBLE,
rational, well-managed MINERAL pursuits$ were
the only $alvation back then at the ‘church-ofkokoweef.’ And, with success on their horizons, no
one needed to figure out that Earl Dorr was a “fiction
fabricator.” I can imagine a conversation of the day:
“Ya know, Dorr lied to us.” “So, Who cares? We’re
makin’ money now!”
But, OUR THOUGHTS lie too ! - - and, without
cultivating a means of discernment, they lie to us … a lot!
I learned this from both Dr. Daniel Amen of the AMEN
BRAIN CLINICS and his very insightful, sweet friend; a
lady named Byron Katie. YES! It’s especially easy to lie
to our self when the beliefs and feelings we choose to “buy
into” with imagination (non-reality) are fit into a personal
SENSE of “a thought-reality” that requires maintaining
the untrue ‘thought-reality.’ Like it or not, MATERIAL
REALITY is what it IS - - not what’s “believed with all our
believing.” And HOW our “mind’s eye” views something
with its CHOSEN THOUGHTS, determines how
individuals feel and react to presentations of information
directed to and by their brain-body mind. Or, turned
around, we can do this, in part, when not presented with
critical pieces of info.
Like: “Okay, Earl! Where’s the

REAL entrance? You know, the one with ‘Shorty-‘n-Slims’
bones in it?” So, a “favorite place” is invented instead.
Presentations of information may feel harmonious
(agreeable) or in contradiction (disagreeable) to anyone’s
“favorite view.”
Often these are based on mental
INTERPRETATIONS of the UNseen or UNverified or
Unknown versions for what is believed about a subject - like seeing photos or movies or reading an Affidavit for
instance. Humans are prone to attach ‘absolute’ meaning
to things based on limited or controlled information. (
(Sometimes, Intentional Propaganda) Reality, however,
IS what it IS and it can be KNOWN…… but, it can also be
psychologically DENIED. DENIAL happens most easily
due to traumas (don’t want to see or know) or “when
EGOs reign” because Ego does not like to be proved
wrong.
CASE IN POINT:
At the Kokoweef, Inc. annual meeting, I was allowed to
begin making some comments which was fine at first.
After a mike was offered to me, I started to say that 2
pictures “reportedly” being “of Kokoweef Cavern” have
been proved to be NOT so. However, when I began
indicating these errors related to the 4 photos’ being
prominently displayed up front (which were ALSO identical
to ones on the “Official Kokoweef Website”) … That’s
when the “Microphone ‘CIA’,” (Cover Inc.’s Arse) moved
in and rudely confiscated the truth-telling microphone from
investor-researcher-me. (Why? … to ‘protect’ the
audience? … Oh, of course… from the truth’s
‘psychological damage’ to the INVESTORS ! ; ) Well, I
only got to specifically mention that photo #3 (below) had
been identified, in REALITY, as being “of Cottonwood

Cave” in New Mexico. ( i.e. NOT in any sense available
for being ”of Kokoweef ”) Yep, revealing some Truth was
my “Kokoweef Krime” leading to a hasty “convictionwithout-jury.” I think an excuse was given something like
“They (their sheeple?) …didn’t really want to know…”
What blatant B.S.! No one in the audience was openly
complaining. No boos or hisses. In fact, several openminded souls later expressed to me afterward that the
“give-and-take-away”
microphone-policeman
was
definitely a rude-dude. But, what can you expect from ‘allknowing’ legal-squeagles. At least it wasn’t a sea gull
dropping its load on me from “up on high.” At any rate, I
guess the whole incident wasn’t too embarrassing for the
Directors because those 4 photos are still flying high - inspiring more “Believers’ Salvation.”
… but, that’s just a guess.

Photo # 3 …
The Entrance to “Cottonwood Cave” in New Mexico

This photo was identified by a cave expert, the Executive
Director of the American Cave Conservation Association. He
wrote: ” (Photo: #3) is very clearly Cottonwood Cave in the
Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico.”

Something I hadn’t been able to share with the
audience of long-time friends and new investors is
found below. First, I would have asked:
Is This Picture TRULY “of Kokoweef Cavern”?

Does ANY held-Thought MAKE it be “of Kokoweef” ?
- If “No,” How would you feel with a correct thought ?
- If “Yes,” then how does your BELIEF make you
feel when it’s contradicted by the truth?
How would you feel without the untrue thought ”This is
‘of Kokoweef’?”
There is no shame in Truth - - only release to freedom.

Picture #4
This Black & White photo was headlined as being (reportedly)
“of Kokoweef Cavern” ; at www.kokoweefinc.com/mine.html .

As presented there, it also gushes with the pronouncement it is:

“ The final
picture of the
cavern. Notice
the depth and
how vast the
cavern is in
this view…
Spectacular! ”

However, noticing just one visual-perceptual
geological detail reveals this cave photo is
definitely being displayed Upside Down. You
see, in the REAL world, vertical flowstone ribs
FORM only by gravity-controlled water flowing
OVER and DOWN the OUTSIDE of horizontal,
scalloped or rim features - - NEVER down
FROM underneath and then TO a lower rim.
It ‘appears’ to be doing that on the left side in
the B&W photo above! So, logically, this
“depiction” cannot be hanging down into
anything & especially not into any “kokoweef
canyon.” But, an even easier proof is found on
the next page.

The TRUE LOCATION and ONLY correct
orientation possible for B&W photo #4
becomes INCREDIBLY OBVIOUS when
comparing it to a color photo of the SAME
stalagmites IN CARLSBAD CAVERN. Oobs!
NOTE: For easy comparisons REDUCE THE
ENLARGEMENT % in order to see both the
B&W and color photo within the same screen
area when you scroll down.
PHOTO Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Giant_Stalagmites_in_Carlsbad_Big_Room.jpg

Yes, these Giant Stalagmites are IN Carlsbad Cavern… STILL

… stalagmites grow mighty from the ground UP.
… stalactites grow and hold tight from the ceiling DOWN
As presented here, right-way up in their true, natural orientation,
you have the opportunity to ACCURATELY compare photo #4 to

the color photo above. Then the DETAILS seen in BOTH photos
EASILY reveal the truth, which has ALWAYS been:
“Picture #4” was presented upside down, it has no “depth”
and, in truth, is NOT and cannot ever be “ of Kokoweef Cavern.”
This is a 100% certainty… unless someone is delu$ional. And,
like it or not, there’s NO certainty in believing delusions.
The lesson is: EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED nor
ENCOURAGED to, Investigate the details of information !
BECAUSE …

For better and WOR$T, Egos profess-and‘protect’ what they LIKE themselves & others to
believe, see, think or feel without regard for
FIRST determining what the Truth really is.
Plainly, a truth is shared here that any normal
person can understand. ( Is that even legal today? )
As they say. “The devil is in the details.”… But, I
didn’t put ‘em there. ( I only find & point ‘em out. )
Nor am I responsible for how others choose to react
to revealed truths that are contradicting assumptions.
Yesiree, the gushing "DEPTH" which is miss-presented as an
enticing, yet disorienting image, is REALLY an “Upside Down
HEIGHT.” This mirrors 76-years of “legend-hunting @ Kokoweef.”
Unfortunately, this is only ONE of many typical, historically misspresented ‘factual impressions’ that have been debunked about
the so-called “Kokoweefy” Legend. What makes it seem so sad
for this Truthseeker (a former, unquestioning “treasure-moron”)

is that, by correcting & presenting many other contradicting and
disproved details about the so-called “legend evidences” {Wishful
Thinking) of Kokoweef Peak, the “reward” has been to be reviled,
shunned, rejected & falsely labeled as being:
... a “destroyer of dreams”
... a “co-conspirator”
… an “environmentalist”
... someone to “best ignore”
... someone to keep away from a microphone at annual meetings
... “too negative”

In truth ….
I’m much more friendly & positive than such IMPOSED,
negative labels make me out to be.
I still recall the YEARS I FELT like a “favored sun” @
Kokoweef. Now, some folks are screamin’ SUNBURN!
Mostly this is from (negative?) people using ‘easier,’ less mentally
demanding methods of plainly “dismissing-and-ignoring.” Others
prefer to promote an “Ad Hominen” logical fallacy to deflect
attention away from the not-truths about Earl Dorr’s ‘legend.’
However, it’s always kinder and more productive to first
determine the truth of a matter and, then, learn to appreciate
and accept the true findings as simply being efficiently helpful and
beneficially useful. However, susceptible brains believe the shortcut lie that it’s ‘easier’ to shoot-the-messenger than to listen,
consider or even accept disturbing, REAL historical Truths.
………….. Must……..NOT…… Change……. Any…….. Thing….
Oh well, so much for the ideals of sharing results of open, honest,
comparative investigations.
------The OPPOSITE of grounding oneself in finding the correct context
for facts is known as “BULL SHIT” - - or, more commonly, “B.S.”

This wa$te-deep subject also happens to be a delightfully short
and respectful topic of revelation by Princeton University’s
Professor Emeritus Harry G. Frankfurt. His 67-page book-ling is
aptly titled “On Bullshit,” It is a great little read and it
immediately grabs one’s attention by honestly opening with the
humorous, obvious statement: “One of the salient features of
our culture is that there is so much bullshit.” He goes on to
say, near the end of his illuminations: “Bullshit is unavoidable
whenever circumstances require someone to talk without
knowing what he is talking about.” I suppose that’s why the
Latin phrase “Caveat Emptor” was invented; meaning “the

buyer alone is responsible for checking the quality
and suitability of goods before a purchase is made.”
Or, less exact, but more memorable; …..“ The BUYER beware! ”

Maybe those “Latin guys” knew about Earl Dorr!
We are often pressed to “purchase,” or “buy into,” the
intangibles of UNEXAMINED “B.S.” STATEMENTS, IMAGES,
THOUGHTS, BELIEFS or FEELINGS are all INFORMATION
originating from either within our Self, OR from others. Some call
it “Marketing” or “Advertising“ or ”Record Keeping.” ( Bernie
Madoff comes to mind.) But, regardless of the seller, the
“purchase” is ‘sold’ whenever a person enables anyone, including
their Self, to be taken advantage of by any ‘appearance of
authority’ while ALSO NOT insisting on Verifying before
accepting something as “the Truth,” This lack of principle
often devolves into skillful, manipulating, ‘sincere’ B u l l S h I t !
And, yes, even individuals accept and sell a lot of ROT to a
part of themselves.
Anyway, reading the book “On Bullshit” is recommended for
ALL treasure-morons seeking to evolve away from any borrowed,
rigid, dogmatic, ego-driven self-deceptions - - especially those
being presented by other self-serving “sales people.”
Again,“ Earl Dorr ” comes to mind ! But, there are more like him.

CRIMINY ! Are we only left with the ENDURING ‘ PROMISE ’ of
eternal, lumps and bumps of B.S. ?” … Everywhere!? … in the
news, conversations, religions, movies, treasure hunts,
magazines, war-drums, newsletters, hot-stock headlines and the
like? Happily, I can say there is SOMETHING MUCH BETTER in
life than discovering B.S. mixed with Earl Dorr’s ‘gold’.

It’s in

your heart already... when you look for it.
And it can work to help Plaintiffs and Defendants alike!

:)

Byron Katie reveals this in her incredibly
insightful book: “ Loving What Is.”
For those inclined to “not be positive” and any who PREFER to
pursue the desires to NOT AVOID “the burdens of believing
B.S.,” I heartily suggest that BOTH books mentioned above be
avoided like the plague! That way similarly minded people can
continue living with a motto appropriate for every failed endeavor
blissfully following Earl Dorr’s LACK of footsteps through
Kokoweef Peak. The unquestioned mantra-motto that fits so well
with ALL miss-presentations of a legend ‘at’ Kokoweef Peak” is:

“ Send money...It WILL Be Spent…Forever ! ”
Never the less, we each CHOOSE to walk, run or fall
down wherever and however we wish to move with
our THOUGHTS. Are your Kokoweef-thoughts really
True?
--------So, there you have it. You’ve been given a free ‘n
easy lesson on miss-presentation & misperception

along with some basic clues for “How to NOT Build
Primrose Paths… to nonsense.”
It is peculiar how the SEEKING & SHARING of old
truths is devalued and discouraged these days. But
I no longer consider revealed B.S. to be spiritually
inspiring, physically motivating or financially wise for
courses of action. Nor is it something worthwhile to
tie up the mind’s well being into knots of anger.
Truth is what it is. Find it and SHARE the Freedom !
Please consider This: “Is it really easier to “exclude
history and ignore the corrected context of facts?”…
and be more likely to ‘enjoy’ future mistakes, more
lost time and lost money based on using false
premises to guide action$?
Well, “After seeing the obvious, impossible reality
for Photo #4 EVER being “of Kokoweef Cavern,” I’d
love to know WHY would any person “maintain,” or
even imply, that the DOWN-SIDE UP photo #4
qualifies in any way to “depict Earl Dorr's account of
the canyon”?… AND keep on presenting it that way?
Apparently, even though we KNOWN better, the
entertaining of half-truths, excuses, self-imposed
delusions and unexamined assumptions seem to be
a ‘real’ non-reality for some - - even though it simply
“is… NOT.” And it’s not “good reasoning” for helping
to truly SOLVE a legend nor for “ERASING it’s

illusions.” But, in the end, such miss-takes are all
things that we ARE capable of learning to
understand … and, also, to BE FORGIVING OF.
With that said, I shall close. Duty calls me elsewhere
for healing. Still, I encourage ANYONE to re-search
and do TheWork.com to help add insights toward
any other “authentic-looking” photos, maps, movies,
motives and minerals. I’d love to KNOW whether
they are the “Real Deal” OR, perhaps, just more,
10%-pure “gold-in-black-sand B.S.” - - Historically
ignited by Earl Dorr in 1934 and STILL being represented to blow up in new faces decades later; as
emotionally based promotion$, originated in
appealing, unproved premises by ONE Affidavit and
followed by heavily edited ‘evidences’ which, likely,
leads toward more continuing self-deceptions about
“Kokoweef Peak’s popular & reality-elusive
underground river-of-gold” MYTH.
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As ever, your questions, comments plus any TRUE,
factual enlightenments, which will be useful for
appropriate corrections, ARE valued & welcome.
Ralph Lewis

Ralph-Lewis@kokoweef.com
702-808-1033

P.S.
Please, send a Yes / No reply for the question on page 34 at:

www.kokoweef.com/Ralph-Lewis-Files/What-theHeck-IS-a-Kokoweef-Anyway.pdf
But, Gosh & Heck! Who wants to learn about a
more accurate history of possibilities for “the only
known entrance,” anyway? Hmmm… Maybe next
time they’ll let me KEEP the darn microphone in
order to finish what else I had to SHARE, for FREE,
about the

history you don’t know.

Meanwhile, I hope you read AND use Byron Katie’s:

“ Loving What Is ”
The Truth of Love Cannot Be Broken
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